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Wrapping up an extremely successful ICANN meeting, people are continuing to

ask me how ,xyz has scaled so fast. After presenting .xyz's growth and

achievements at ICANN's Registrar, Registry and TLD Applicant Joint Session,

attendees have approached me asking why we are doing so well.And here is

why.

(If you are interested, my presentation can be found here.)

My vision

Myvision for .xyzbegan with my ambition lo provide competition and choice for

the next generation of internet users. Whether you're an individual, small

business or corporation, an online presence is essential in today's world.

However, the available options have been limited and the next generation of

innovators and internet users are left with scraps.

Whyshould the next generation be at a disadvantage? Emerging markets -

populations just getting online today - should not be forced into a 3,4, or 5 word

domain name nearly 30 characters long that puts you at an inherent

disadvantage in your worldwide marketing efforts.

As many of my readers know, the original extensions carry specific meanings:

.com for "commercial", .net for "network", and .org for "organization".Why would

the next generation internet user be forced to categorize themselves as a

commercial registrant, a network, or an organization?

My vision has been to create that global alternative with .xyz. A domain extension

with NOspecific meaning or categorization. The meaning of a .xyz is what you

make of it. You can be a blogger, startup, lawyer,artist, non-profit,app developer

and grow your presence with ,xyz,

.xyz gives users the flexibilityto make it what they want it to be, untethered by the

associative meanings that come with other domain extensions.

The believers and doubters (haters)

At the time of launching .xyz,many people bet against me and laughed at my

bold projections of 1 million registrations within the first year. Some even went to

so far to say that Iwould be lucky to sell 1,000 ,xyzdomain names.

As the CEO from a top 3 registrar told me, "Haters gonna Hate",

Nowfast forward 4 months later, when we are receiving 6,000+ new registrations

a day from all over the world.

https^/ceojcyz/teamwcrk/
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At 28 years old, Daniel Negari is ICANN's

youngest registry operator,.,
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In nearly every relevant metric for success including registration numbers,

utilization statistics, gross sales, brand recognition, and customer satisfaction,

.xyz leads the pack. To top it ail off, .xyz has even been recognized as one of the

lowest spam zone ontheinternet [Source: Architelos .xyz Case Study).

For every person that bet against us, we were extremely fortunate to have

hundreds more who believed.

It is you, the believers, who have made .xyz the success that it is today. You have

come on and built innovative websites:

https://ceo.xyz/feamwork/
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